
Specialist 
Materials and Tools / 

 Influential iconic 
designers 

Dear Year 8,  

Welcome to week 3 of Half Term 5. Your DT challenge this week in to research and understand specialist materials and tools in textile design and 
analyse and investigate the work of fashion designers.  

*Don’t worry if you don’t have a printer, just copy this information on plain paper* 

TASK 1. Please fill in the grids below, an example of one has been done for you.  

Specialist tool  in textiles name  Used for / Research / Extra information  Sketch / Photo  
Sewing machine  A sewing machine is a machine used to sew fabric and 

materials together with thread. Sewing machines were 
invented during the first Industrial Revolution to decrease 
the amount of manual sewing work performed in clothing 
companies.  

 
Embellisher machine    
Fabric Scissors   
Needle    
Thread   
Embroidery ring    

  

Specialist material  in textiles name  Origin / Source / Extra information  Used for 
Felt  Felt is a textile material that is produced by matting, 

condensing and pressing fibers together. Felt can be 
made of natural fibers such as wool or animal fur, or 
from synthetic fibers such as petroleum-based acrylic 
or acrylonitrile or wood pulp-based rayon. Blended 
fibers are also common. Felt has special properties that 
allow it to be used for a wide variety of purposes. 

Felt is used to make garments and accessories though 
it is mostly used for industrial purposes. Padding, 
soundproofing, insulation, filtering, polishing and 
wicking are some of the uses of felt.  

Silk    
Cotton    
Wool    
Polyester    
Viscose    

Here is a web link to support you; https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjc3rwx/revision/1 

TASK 2.  Investigation and Critical Analysis of the work of Iconic and influential fashion designers, your task here is to research two British 
designers called Vivienne Westwood and Mary Quant. Create a designer fact file by answering the below questions.  

1. Who is Mary Quant / Vivienne Westwood? 
2. What is the background history of the designer, where are they from? what college did they go to? How did they discover their talent?  
3. What are they famous for? 
4. Why do you think their work is important and relevant? 
5. Where do/did they get their design inspiration from? 
6. What materials and colours do they use and why?  
7. Who might their designs appeal to and why? 
8. What are the key points about this designer’s style? 

 
Word bank: 
Colourful, bold, inspired, inspiration, creativity, unique, colourful, aesthetics, visual appearance, creative, stylish, modern, classical, different, 
abstract, shapes, form, contrast, impact, exciting, exhilarating, challenging, innovative, quirky, emotive, comical, stands out, stunning, 
meaningful, functional, sleek, advances, lifestyles, futuristic, features, cold, imaginative, geometric, natural, nature, infinite, floral. punk, tartan, 
structure,  

Here is a web links to support you; https://www.biography.com/fashion-designer/vivienne-westwood / https://www.biography.com/fashion-designer/mary-quant 

If you need any help or support, please feel free to contact your DT teachers.  

All the best. The Faculty of Design and Technology  DT_Year 8_Week 3_ Half Term 5_Part 1 
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